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Victoria Emerson 

I was thoroughly involved in the story 

from the first chapter and couldn’t put 

it down.  

‘Quicksand’ by Malin Persson Giolito was the 

winner of Sweden’s Best Crime Novel of the 

Year 2016 and deservedly so.  What a 

fantastic read. 

A psychological thriller set in a school in 

Sweden.  The story follows 18 year old Maja 

and her involvement in a school shooting. 

The book explores themes of politics, the class 

system and power. 

I was thoroughly involved in the story from 

the first chapter and couldn’t put it down. 

 

Phyl Smithson 

Right from the very first page of this unique court room based story, I was 

hooked on needing to know why 18 year old Maja is guilty of the murder her 

best friend and boyfriend. 

Switching between her day to day appearances in court and her jail life over the 

previous 9 months since her arrest, and the immediate period before that arrest, 

the plot slowly unravels.   

Maya lives in a world of financial comfort with her parents and much younger 

sister.  Her parents frustrate her but all parents frustrate teenagers beginning 

to find their way in life.  She adores her younger sister and the thought of a long 

term prison sentence without seeing her sister grow up terrifies Maja. 



 

Why she did what she did is revealed by a most engaging writing style where 

the months and days leading to the murders are interpreted by the parallel case 

being presented in court.  Maya had fallen in love for the first time with 

Sebastien who is a very troubled man desperate to get his Father’s approval but 

only manages to create an environment of constant friction.  His Father is a 

globally known business man and is driven by his professional life and has no 

time or interest in his son. 

Sebastien reacts by following a constant path of self-destruction.  He also 

applies his Father’s cruelty on some of his class mates, notably Samir.  When 

pushed just one final time, he turns away from his self-abuse, murders his 

Father before entering his class room and murdering Samir and his teacher.  

Maja, by his side, murders him and her best friend. 

Why did Maya join him in these cold blooded attacks?  Is she truly a ruthless 

murderer or are their grounds for ‘reasonable doubt’? 

Powerful stuff from a writer who surely ranks high along with the 

ever growing list of excellent Scandinavian authors. 

 

Jo-anne Atkinson  

What should be a book of clichés turns out to be a gripping tale of 

disaffected youth and the different facets of being a teenager in 

Sweden.  

A terrible tragedy in a school in affluent Djursholm leaves several students and 

their teacher shot dead.  The sole survivor is Maja Norberg but is she a killer or 

a victim?  Nine months in jail awaiting trial and her name internationally 

famous the time has come unto reveal the events leading to the deaths.  There 

are two choices, Maja is a cold-blooded killer or Maja is the innocent victim of 

circumstance and some poor choices. 

This book is written in first person, Maja narrates her own story and slowly 

gives the background to the fatal day on which the plot hinges.  The narrative is 

gripping, a simple story of a school tragedy is fleshed out by the lives of the 

young Swedes: Sebastian is a troubled boy with money but no love in his family, 

Maja's family are upwardly mobile and think it is great that Maja's boyfriend is 

the son of a billionaire, Dennis is an immigrant drug-dealer about to be 

deported, Samir also an immigrant but clever and Amanda a vacant airhead.  

Although these seem like cliché characters Giolito develops their roles and 

portrays a side of youth that is probably accurate but not very pleasant.  An 



 

exciting and satisfying novel that never lets up. 

www.pluckedhighbrow.wordpress.com 

 

Heather Byrne  

An excellent, if unnerving read, this novel is fast paced and 

addictive.   

A powerfully written novel that moves at a fast, non-stop pace from beginning 

to end. Written from Maja's point of view, we are invited to decide whether 

Maja is 'guilty' or 'innocent' of a terrible crime. 

I did not find Maja a particularly appealing character, however, there was a 

vulnerability to her which I don't believe she herself would have been aware of 

(or liked). This was partly due to her age and the decisions she made and partly 

due to the behaviour of those around her, including her own family. 

Giolito is an engaging writer who captures the mood of each scene incredibly 

well. We are led through the sequence of events by Maja in a quite matter of 

fact, open minded way before having to make our minds about her involvement. 

An excellent unnerving read. 

 

Emma Barton  

This is a gripping story that will keep you guessing until the end, 

and thinking about it for a long time afterwards.  

‘Quicksand’ is the story of Maja, her friends, school, and boyfriend and how a 

mass murder occurred in her high school. Was she involved in the planning and 

execution of the killings, or was she an innocent bystander caught up in the evil 

acts carried out by her mentally unstable boyfriend? 

The book moves between the ongoing court case, Maja's time in prison and the 

backstory of her relationships with everyone caught up in the killings.  

The book is set very much in present times, covering issues such as wealth 

disparities, casual drug use, mental health issues and migrant populations 

including prejudices against them. This book was a little slow to get going, but 

did not disappoint in the end. Highly recommended and I look forward to more 

books by Malin Persson Giolito. 

  



 

Kerry Bridges  

A compelling court room drama with a twist, great reading!  

Maja Norberg and her boyfriend, Sebastian Fagerman, were the golden couple 

at school.  Then it all went wrong and their classmates, teacher and Sebastian 

are dead.  Is Maja guilty or innocent? 

I found this book surprisingly easy to read given the subject matter.  It is not 

that the subject was easy to read about (far from it) but that the author drew me 

in so quickly and the situation Maja found herself in so compelling, that I 

wanted to keep reading to find out more. 

The book skips backwards and forwards between Maja's trial and the details of 

her relationship with Sebastian and his father beforehand.  Sometimes this 

device works and sometimes it doesn't; in this case it was definitely the right 

decision and added much to the tension of the book as details of the relationship 

emerge, and Maja's situation spirals more and more out of control. 

The only bit I didn't really like was Samir's testimony and what turned out to be 

the critical point.  As someone who spends a lot of time in my day job asking 

questions about what actually happened, I wondered why nobody had asked the 

right questions of Samir before the trial.  Nevertheless, I suppose there would 

have been no story to the book in that case, and so I need to be grateful that they 

didn't. 

Overall, very difficult subject matter handled really well; I'll definitely read 

another one by this author in the future. 

http://iamalwaysreading.wordpress.com/ 

 

Alison Bisping  

‘Quicksand’ is a thriller based within a Swedish courtroom. 

There has been a mass shooting at a school in Stockholm - all but two people, 

Maja Norberg, an eighteen year old, and Samir, her recent lover, have died.  

The dead include her best friend and her boyfriend Sebastian, Maja is hated, 

and people want justice.  Sebastian, the son of the richest man in Sweden, was 

behind the shooting, but what was Maja's role? 

This is the story of Maja in the courtroom.  We revisit the events that led up to 

the massacre.  Love - to what extremes will people go?  What makes people do 

what they do?  How does it affect those around?  All of this is addressed. 

A gripping story, very readable and enjoyable 



 

Angie Rhodes 

The blurb on the back says that this is ‘The Secret History’ meets ‘We Need To 

Talk About Kevin’, the answer is YES! and so much more, it had me gripped 

from the first page, and didn't let go until the last page was turned.  

There has been a shooting, a shooting in a school, Maja Norberg's school and 

her best friend, boyfriend and others lie dead or dying, and Maja, has survived, 

how?  

They say we are capable of murder if we are pushed enough, or need to survive, 

but is Maja a normal hard working eighteen year old? Everyone has something 

nice to say about her, but will they feel the same when after sending nine 

months behind bars, awaiting trial and when she gets there will people see two 

sides of her, after all, we all have a dark side.  Only some of us are better at 

hiding it than others.... 

 

Annie Day 

‘Quicksand’ is courtroom drama about a privileged Swedish teenage girl who 

gets embroiled in a high school shootout. The story moves between the present 

day court case and the background of the events leading up to the tragedy, 

including Maja's relationships with her classmates.  

The main focus of the novel is Maja's ill-fated relationship with her fellow 

classmate, Sebastian, and the way in which this led to the shootout. The 

relationship is a very dominant theme in the novel, and while it is relevant to 

the story, I soon lost interest in the intricate details of whether Maja and 

Sebastian were together or not.  

The unfolding of the court case keeps you guessing to the end, but as I 

found Maja to be an unremarkable and rather unpleasant character I have to 

confess that I was beginning to lose interest in the outcome of the trial before I 

reached the final chapters. 

You can follow Annie of Twitter: @dayann1 

 

Edel Waugh 

The story begins after a very serious crime has been commuted. We don't learn 

straight away what happened but we are introduced to the main suspect, an 18 

year old girl called Maja. We see the story through her eyes and she seems 

almost detached from everything that is happening, like it was far too much to 



 

comprehend and she is running on autopilot so the story felt very real. The story 

flicks back and forth in time giving us glimpses of all the main characters and 

the deceased and not everything is as black and white as it first seems. I really 

enjoyed this story, you definitely don't know all the secrets from early on which 

makes this all the more enticing. This was a hard book to put down, so I 

didn’t, and read it all in one go and loved it!  

 

Beth Winsor   

A very intriguing premise, the opening was startling and I was 

gripped from the start.  

This book had a very intriguing premise and was gripping from the start. The 

format was interesting, as the story unfolds alternately - in the present day and 

in the months leading up to the tragedy.   

It is a chilling demonstration of how apparently normal lives can be damaged 

by others, ending in such a terrible way. The characters were believable, though 

some were more carefully drawn over time and so seemed more real than 

others, who were just sketched in. I enjoyed it and was keen to see how it 

panned out, though I felt the beginning and middle were more interesting than 

the final few chapters.    

 

Laura Healey   

The story if Maja and Sebastian who end up in a school shooting set in Sweden, 

Sebastian is a lovable character who ends up losing control because of his want 

of his father’s approval.  

I thoroughly enjoyed ‘Quicksand’, this book is set like a courtroom drama with 

the added bonus of all the in depth in and outs of the main characters Maja and 

Sebastian, it's so well written it could be based on true life events.  I would 

recommend this book if you like a good mystery with a good ending. 

 

Laura Gardner  

A gripping read; one with an, undeniable, darkness and a truly 

remarkable insight in to the main character. I can't stop thinking 

about it since I put it down.  

I took my time getting in to this book, I felt as though it wasn't a book that 

forced you to dive in to it and become instantly lost. Instead it leads you in 



 

slowly, it builds up and draws you in much more subtly. And, my gosh, it does 

so very well.  

The first 25%, or so, of this book I dipped in and out of when I had the chance 

though it still played on my mind very regularly. But once I reached around 

that 25% mark I suddenly couldn't put it down and that last three quarters were 

read in one night. 

Maja has been accused of murder. We have no idea if she committed that crime 

or if she's as innocent as her lawyer says she is, but this book follows her, very 

closely, through her trial as well as recounting her past. The different streams of 

the story inter wind really well and the changing between time streams adds to 

the story really well.  

I don't want to tell you much about the story, itself, because the beauty of it is 

how it unfolds, its learning a little more each chapter and changing your mind 

on a regular basis. It's learning about Maja, her boyfriend Sebastian, her 

friends and her lawyers.  

I honestly feel like I know these characters so well, that's how fantastically the 

story was written. I feel a real sadness for some, I feel a real disdain for others, 

and many other feelings in between. 

This story stays with you, it isn't one in which you turn the last page and move 

on, you think about it, you remember it all and you spend time considering 

certain parts and how they played out.  

I really, really, enjoyed this book. Far more than I expected. Clever, insightful 

and dark.  

http://www.petitmoi-bigworld.co.uk 

 

Les Wood    

A story which takes you day by day through the guilty party's experiences or 

are they guilty? Intriguing, you will be still scratching your head long 

after you have finished reading.  I never particularly enjoyed 'We need to 

talk about Kevin', a book which this story is likened to, so I approached this with 

some trepidation. However I was far from disappointed and enjoyed this read 

immensely. It's a simple premise, a girl is accused of a crime which resulted in 

her losing her boyfriend and best friend. Quite simple, an open and shut case 

one would think. But far from it as at the end of the book you are still not sure as 

to which lapel badge to wear. To explain, two badges come with the 

promotional book one simply saying 'guilty', the other 'innocent'. It's a clever 



 

story as I'm still not sure which to wear.  Scandinoir of a different type by an 

author that I knew nothing of but will now pursue.  

 

Gill Wilmott  

On the outside covers it reads “Maja Norberg - Demonised Victim ? 

(or) Cold - blooded Killer?” It takes the whole book to answer this, 

and what an outstanding book it is! Written from the point of view of 

Maja yet so cleverly that the truth of the matter, and the conclusion, is in spite of 

this not obvious till the very end. 

She tells us most of the story in retrospect while awaiting, and during, her trial 

and the climax at the end is obviously the verdict; but interspersed with this is 

her experiences of the prison and court systems, and her somewhat erratic 

treatment by the police.  The author is also very good at description, especially 

of people. The heroine’s friend Amanda for example - a description of a 

personality rather childish and spoilt, but conveyed by Maja with obvious 

affection. 

I wondered how it would affect my enjoyment being set in Sweden, where I am 

not surprised to hear it is already a huge best-seller. In fact any vocabulary and 

culture differences I think were due to my age difference to Maja’s set rather 

than my nationality, and I found them very interesting I would without 

hesitation highly recommend this book.   

 

Michelle McKernan   

A gripping courtroom drama that unfolded at a great pace. I 

couldn’t wait for the next chapter and the ending was full of 

suspense. I would definitely recommend this.  

A brilliant book with a great mix of drama and feeling. It follows the court case 

of a teenager and by intertwining the back story of the crime, the author brings 

you fully into the story. I felt like I was sitting in the courtroom with them. Each 

character is fully explored as well as the relationships between them all.  She 

made me feel great empathy for all concerned which made the conclusion all the 

more important. I couldn’t wait to get to the end but equally enjoyed each and 

every chapter. It is very well written with enough suspense to hook you in from 

the start. Brilliant.   

 



 

Nicola Kingswell  

Maja Norberg - an innocent victim, or guilty killer?  

Maja Norberg is found in her classroom cradling the body of her dead 

boyfriend. Beside her are the bodies of her best friend, teacher and classmates. 

Maja Norberg is the only person uninjured in a shooting massacre. How did 

this happen and how did she survive unscathed?  

‘Quicksand’ tells the story of the 3 weeks of Maja's trial for the murders of her 

boyfriend and best friend Amanda. The events leading up to the shooting are 

told in flashback, interwoven with the events of the trial. 

This is a fantastic novel. I absolutely loved every word of it. It made 

me realise that my own teenage years were very tame in comparison to Maja's 

and her friends. The writing is fantastic, and the tension and build up to the 

jury's verdict is brilliant. The insight into the politics and social situation in 

modern Sweden was really interesting. As is the insights into the Swedish legal 

system. A very clever story, executed beautifully. I cannot wait to 

read more by this author. 

 

 


